A HISTORY OF INNOVATION
A CULTURE OF PARTNERSHIP
JABRA DELIVERS WORLD-CLASS HANDS-FREE SOLUTIONS FOR THE STATE AND LOCAL MARKET

Buyers in the state and local public sector marketplace have high standards. They need cutting edge communications technology — and it has to be backed up with mission critical customer service by a partner that understands the nuances of the public sector market.

Good news. Jabra understands what it means to deliver innovation and partnership — and we’ve been doing it for 150 years.

We understand sound and the human ear better than anyone in our industry and this knowledge touches everything we do.

Jabra has a legacy of innovation, having launched the first Bluetooth headset, the first wireless headset and a host of others.

Jabra is headquartered in Denmark, the home of not only high end Scandinavian design but also many of the top audiology brands in the world, like our own sister company, GN Resound.

STATE AND LOCAL CUSTOMERS:
- Jabra’s network of resellers covers all major government purchasing vehicles including GSA, WSCA, US Communities and others. See your local Jabra sales representative for information.
- Jabra products are TAA and Section 508 compliant — assembled in the US.
- Jabra products are also OSHA compliant for workplace safety and ergonomics.
- For those that require digital security — particularly with wireless devices — Jabra wireless headsets employ 128 bit DECT encryption.

Jabra UNDERSTANDS PARTNERING

Jabra’s legacy of innovation and industry firsts may have built our brand, but ask our customers and partners and they’ll tell you that “Jabra understands partnering.”

We’re committed to supporting and collaborating with the best-in-class strategic platforms and a network of public sector channel partners that covers all the major government purchasing vehicles including GSA, WSCA, US Communities and others.

So while our legacy of innovation may be why you know us, you’ll find that our philosophy of collaboration, partnering and customer service is what sets us apart.
HOW CAN JABRA PRODUCTS HELP YOU

JABRA DELIVERS WORLD-CLASS HANDS-FREE

For **administrative personnel** and those working from a fixed location involved in intensive voice communication:

**Jabra BIZ™ 2300**

Your communication intensive personnel are your team’s ambassadors, so give them the right headset. Jabra’s BIZ™ 2300 features best-in-class acoustic performance with built-to-last durability.

For **supervisors** and those with a need for campus-wide mobility who need the flexibility to collaborate on the go:

**Jabra PRO™ 9400**

The Jabra PRO™ 9400 series wireless headset delivers up to 150 meters/450 feet of range and connects to your mobile, desk, or softphone. This versatile headset also features a noise canceling microphone, acoustic protection, and wideband audio quality.

For **highly mobile personnel** communicating from the road or on the go relying on mobile phones as their primary device:

**Jabra MOTION™ UC**

The Jabra MOTION™ series makes communication easier than ever before. Connect to all your phone devices using one headset and transfer calls between devices. Enjoy all-day talk time with exceptional call quality and comfort.

For **professionals** working from a fixed location that need to control their acoustic environment so they can concentrate on the job:

**Jabra EVOLVE™ 80**

The Jabra EVOLVE™ 80 lets knowledge workers focus on work, no matter how noisy their surroundings are. Distracting office noise is filtered out with active noise cancellation, full around-the-ear speakers are ideal for listening to music, and the discreet drop-down boom ensures your voice comes across loud and clear.

Jabra offers a comprehensive suite of corded and wireless headsets and speakerphones for a wide variety of applications. See your local Jabra sales manager for more information or visit us at Jabra.com.

Want to know more about how Jabra can help state and local market customers? Call our dedicated state and local public sector market sales manager, Brian Young, at 978-322-4743 (BYoung@jabra.com).